
Google Analytics Sync

A feature of Bombora Measurement



Visitor Insights + Google Analytics 

= 
Google Analytics Sync
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How Google Analytics Sync works

Bombora monitors 
your website traffic

Synced directly with 
Google Analytics after 
implementation as a 
custom data dimension

Place a Bombora 
tag on your website



White glove service and support to speed up time-to-value

* For qualifying customers

1. A Bombora expert 
guides you through 
the implementation 

process

2. Up to 5 custom 
reports to help you 
get value from the 

data quickly

3. Ongoing customer 
success to help you 

continue to get value



Intent data:
Topics of interest for the 

user across the data co-op

Firmographic data: 
Domain, company size, and 

company revenue

Demographic data: 
Seniority, functional 
area, professional 

group and education

Enrich Google Analytics reports with up to 11 custom data dimensions



What are some use cases for Google Analytics Sync?

Measure ABM or ad 
campaign impact

Understand 
content 

effectiveness

Optimize SEO 
or Adwords
campaigns



Compare performance KPIs to target accounts and firmographics
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Uncover the firmographics of your 
website visitors

Know how they are performing against 
your KPIs 

Adjust website content based on
performance against KPIs



Measure the effectiveness of campaigns in driving 
landing pages visits
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Learn the demographic and
firmographic attributes of the people 
visiting specific landing pages

Adjust campaign strategies to attract 
the right visitors to your website

Evaluate website content based on
Performance against KPIs



Identify the topic interests of your website visitors 
across the broader B2B web
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Compare topic interests of visitors 
on and off your website

Discover new content categories 
that are relevant to your visitors
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Know which keywords are driving 
target visitors to your website

Adjust SEO strategies to focus on 
keywords driving the right visitors 
to your website

Compare keywords to visitor demographics to optimize 
SEO strategies


